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PROTECTIVE VISIBLE  
LIGHT-CURE SHIELD
DARBY DENTAL SUPPLY

Darby Protective Visible 
Light Shield offers  
maximum protection and fits 
most curing light wands and 
guns. Protects eyes from the 
harmful light used in curing 
and bleaching procedures.  
1 Grommet

9509029   

CURING LIGHT
ACCESSORIES

BLUEPHASE METER II
IVOCLAR 
VIVADENT 

The Bluephase 
Meter II is a  
precise dental 
radiometer for 
the quick and 
easy verification 
of the light 
intensity of all 
types of curing lights. It instantly and 
unrestrictedly checks the light intensity of all 
available curing lights with high precision. 

9534697 [667124]

CURE-SHIELD
PREMIER

Cure-Shield is a hand- 
held visible light shield, 
which effectively blocks 
out potentially harmful  
ultraviolet and blue 
light at wavelengths 
shorter than 525 
nanometers which, 
after prolonged exposure, may cause 
photochemical burn of the retina. 

8780425 [9006166]

S.P.E.C. 3 LED CURING LIGHT 
- CONTINUED

Power Supply
9065158 [60013955] 

Eye Shield, Red
9065159  [60014444] 

Barrier Sleeves, 100/Box  
9065152 [60013949]

DEMETRON ACCESSORIES
KERR 

Demetron light guides increase 
efficiency of light output and 
reduces overall curing time. 

Light Guide, 2 mm
9400520 [20945] 
  
Light Guide, 4 mm, Curved Turbo
9402500 [21185] 
  
Light Guide, 8 mm, Curved
9400544 [20941]
  
Light Guide, 8 mm, Turbo+ Extended 
9400540 [921746] 

Battery Pack l & ll
9402056 [921602]

Protective Light Shield
9402162 [20816]

ELIPAR FREELIGHT 2 
PARTS & ACCESSORIES
3M 

Accessories for Elipar 
FreeLight Curing Light

Turbo Light Guide, 8 mm
8674018 [76941] 

Replacement Battery 
8674022 [76940]

Large Eye Shield
8674024 [76946]

FOCU TIP
HAGER WORLDWIDE

The Focu Tip is a white 
light intensifying tip (Cold 
Sterilizable) that fits light 
wand O.D. range. 

Tips, 2/Pkg.
9503570 8 mm [355087]
9503572 9 mm [355086]
9503574 9.5 mm [355086]
9503576 12 mm [355089] 

LED RADIOMETER
KERR RESTORATIVES

Calibrated for all LED curing lights, 
this small, light-powered handheld 
unit instantly and precisely measures 
any LED’s radiant energy output in 
real milliwatts per centimeter 

LED RADIOMETER
SDI

The LED radiometer is  
calibrated for all LED curing 
lights. It is designed to measure 
the light intensity emitted in 
the range of 400 and 525 
nanometers automatically turns 
on, giving an immediate digital reading with very 
large visible numbers. The radiometer is small 
enough to sit on any dental tray. 

LED Radiometer, 9 Volt Battery (Installed)
4473112 [5600028]

squared. And because the LED Radiometer 
measures relevant light output at the tip. 

9400404  [910726] 

VISION SAVER
KERR TOTALCARE

Vision Saver is a disposable, 
orange curing shield that 
you simply slide over the 
end of your curing tip. 
Its flexible design allows it to be placed next to the 
patient’s mouth comfortably. This protects doctor 
and staff from the damaging effects of  
the intense light. Fits any size tip. 

Orange, 400/Box
9551655 [4575]

CURING GLASSES  
RETINA SPECS
DARBY DENTAL SUPPLY

Darby Curing 
Glasses provide 
Superior blue 
light protection. 
Filters out 98% 
of dangerous 
blue light 
frequencies, without disrupting the persons view. 
Protect eyes in curing and bleaching procedures. 
Hard-coated for scratch resistance. 

9506304  

EYEWEAR

BONDING WRAPS  
PROVISION
PALMERO

ProVision Bonding Wraps are comfortable, 
lightweight and durable eyewear. Pro-Vision has a 
sleek styling and a close fit for maximum 
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